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ABSTRACT
The space community, led by AFRL, started developing spacecraft plug and play concepts and standards in 2004
and has resulted in the Space Plug and play Avionics (SPA) Standards. AFRL has undertaken two efforts in small
satellite development to both solidify the technology and to demonstrate the benefits. The Plug and Play Satellite
(PnPSat) utilizes the SPA-S interface standard and demonstrated that rapid development, integration and testing is
possible. The second effort is PnPSat-2 that uses the next generation of SPA components for a larger bus focused on
ORS needs to make real the promise of custom performance at commodity prices. The SPA standard interface has
proven critical to the development of design tools that both select (based upon performance requirements) and place
(based upon restrictions such as mass and power balance) components. The Satellite Data Model (SDM) method of
query and discovery enables the development of modular, single purpose applications that support autonomous
flight software in a distributed computing system. The utilization of a data centric architecture (as opposed to
component centric) insolates software developers from both specific hardware components and data network
topology. The SPA standard interface reduces the need for many specialized test methods resulting in major
reductions in test time. This paper will present the steps used in designing, building, and testing SPA PnP satellites
and the current status of PnPSat and PnPSat-2.
Introduction
crafted. These standards covered the USB (SPA-U)
and SpaceWire (SPA-S) data networking protocols (the

History shows that complexity drives cost with DoD
frontline space systems. A recent study found that all
ten of ten major space systems each suffered from
staggering (>$1B US) cost overruns and multiple year
schedule slips[1]. The building of satellites has
traditionally been a very labor intensive operation with
some estimating that 85% of total cost is due to labor.
This paper provides a perspective on the history of plug
and play satellite concepts and technologies that offer
the promise of significantly reducing the time and cost
of building satellites. In addition, we provide a peek at
some of the current and future developments. Figure 1
is a genealogical tree that is provided as context for the
following discussion.
Over six years ago AFRL, led by Dr. James Lyke,
embarked on a program to apply the concepts and
technologies that have fueled the explosive growth in
capability of PC and electronics industries to complex
space systems. Starting in 2004, a series of workshops
with academia, industry, and government participation
were held to define a set of standards for adaptive space
avionics that expanded on terrestrial plug and play
technologies. Thru a series of working groups the
Space Plug and Play Avionics (SPA) standards were
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Figure 1. Plug and Play Satellite Genealogical Tree
“plug” part) along with the Satellite Data Model
(SDM) to provide a standard framework for software
that can “play” together.
One of the major concepts was the idea of components
(both hardware and software) that provided their own
interfacing data in a standard way. At a simple level,
these electronic data sheets, referred to as extensible
Transducer Electronic Data Sheets (xTEDS) provide a
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listing of the data, commands, interfaces, and services
that each SPA component can provide. If it is not in the
xTEDS, it should not be important to the normal
operation of the device. To help provide consistency in
the xTEDS, we have developed a set of standard
interfaces (e.g. power, attitude, position, etc.) that
reduces the tendency to create a “Tower of Babel” that
breaks the PnP SPA paradigm. The Common Data
Dictionary (CDD) is the Rosetta stone that describes the
xTEDS contents.
Adaptive Avionics Experiment
During this time a flight experiment was planned using
adaptive avionics, the Adaptive Avionics Experiment
(AAE)[2], where a number of reconfigurable electronic
components and subsystems would be combined to
form a complex electronic backbone. Reconfigurable
avionics by implication can respond to a wide range of
mission needs, permitting in many cases a variety of
options that would normally require custom fabrication.
Reconfigurable system components might be preinventoried, ready for rapid programming and use. In
the vision of an adaptive avionics framework, a new
discipline involving machine-negotiated interfaces can
be used to permit the elements of a complex system to
transparently contribute information that accelerates the
integration process by reducing or eliminating errorprone human interpretation. Such adaptive avionic
interfaces, by process of electronic self-configuration /
self-organization, could allow for rapid spacecraft
construction.

Figure 2. Responsive Space Testbed is the focal
point for development of SPA PnP technologies
The RST has been instrumental in spreading the word
on the potential of SPA PnP. As the hardware has
evolved, the ability to demonstrate the six-day satellite
has improved. Having the physical forum available to
develop the technology, integrate the systems and test
the satellites has been key to making the systems real.

Responsive Space Testbed
While the AAE experiment was not funded, it did
highlight the need for a testbed where this technology
could be matured. The Responsive Space Testbed
(RST) was established to provide a gathering place for
researchers developing responsive technologies. A
focused effort began in the RST to refine the SPA
standards and demonstrate their applicability for space
systems. The SPA-U standard was adopted for first
implementation due to the wide availability of support
and test equipment. A reduced ASIM was developed
based upon the Cygnal 8051F320 CPU with limited
memory resources but was sufficient to manage simple
scalar sensors with a rudimentary support needs. In
addition, a three port implementation of a SPA-U hub
was developed with the ability to accept commands to
control power or to disconnect individual endpoints.
The hub is initially not connected to any of the three
ports, but the processor implements a greedy search
looking at each endpoint sequentially for a valid host.
Once a USB host is identified, CMOS analog switches
connect a commercial hub to the appropriate ports.
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Figure 3. Responsive Space Testbed has been
instrumental in demonstrating the potential of SPA
PnP satellites
Concept Bus
The Concept Bus seen in Figure 4 was built to steer the
SPA-U development toward a complete spacecraft
system. This was the first time the issues associated
with SPA spacecraft systems were addressed. Since we
had very little money, we built models of representative
bus components (battery, reaction wheel, star tracker,
magnetometer, magnetic torque rod, sun sensor, etc.)
but included in each component model a fully
functional SPA-U ASIM with a test bypass interface
(TBI) supporting hardware in the loop (HWIL). The
HWIL was driven by a realistic physics-based
simulation built upon the Star Technologies’ Satellite
Design Tool (SDT). Figure 5 shows the component
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application of modular approaches is not new to
spacecraft. PnPSat is the combination of modularity
with complexity hiding. Even the PnPSat structural
panels are SPA devices containing the spacecraft power
distribution and data routing infrastructure. Most of the
wiring harness is invisible to user since it is recessed
inside the panels with only standard pigtails connecting
components to panel SPA endpoints. PnPSat is a
technology experiment that has established the
feasibility of software defined systems based upon PnP.
PnPSat touched every aspect of satellite design,
construction, test, and operation to find those areas that
inhibit the ORS goal of the six-day satellite. Interfaces
were simplified by hiding complexity and applying the
principles of plug and play to the mechanical, electrical,
and software systems.

Figure 4. The Concept Bus is the first
demonstration of a complete SPA system.
models being mounted on the Concept Bus standard
mounting grid

Figure 6.
PnPSat folded open during rapid
assembly tests.
One way to look at the PnPSat architecture is to break
the spacecraft into three basic parts. First, the basic
bones of the spacecraft upon which all components are
attached. This includes the spacecraft structure, the
power grids (both main and charging), the SPA
infrastructure, and thermal control. Second, we add
components that provide robust performance including
the autonomous flight software; the appropriate
quantity of high-performance computing; power
generation and storage; guidance, navigation, and
control components; and the communications radios for
both tactical and TT&C. Finally, we add the mission
sensors that provide customization for warfighter needs.

Figure 5. Mounting component models on the
standard mounting grid.
Building a satellite very quickly requires more (not
less) test infrastructures. The concept of test bypass as
implemented in the ASIM allows SPA devices to be
tested in situ without the need for special hardware or
software. Using the SDT system simulation, test
bypass allows hardware in the loop (HWIL) testing
where the spacecraft receives data and commands as if
it is flying rather than sitting in the testbed. It is a very
powerful idea that provides an entire system with a
facility to functionally test the autonomous flight
software.

From the perspective of building and testing the
satellite, we must consider assembly, integration, and
test; the ground systems; and the launch systems. The
PnPSat structure features modular panels to support
quick assembly and the flexibility to mount any one
component in a multitude of locations. There are
standard plug-and-play mechanical and electrical
interfaces that can accommodate 48 experiments, and
the components may be located on either the interior or
exterior surfaces.
A tactical satellite requires
approximately 25 to 28 components, which provides us

PnPSat
PnPSat represents the first spacecraft of its kind - not in
its outward appearance, but from first principles as a
satellite based on a self-organized network of selfdescribing components[3][4]. It is modular, but the
Fronterhouse
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Locking hinge joints allow panels to rotate about the
hinge line for easy access to the interior. Inter-panel
jumpers, which harnesses across joints, allow the plugand-play electrical network to remain intact throughout
assembly, integration, and test. This means that we can
determine if a component is working as it is assembled
on the spacecraft. Currently, the panels are machined
from 6061-T6 aluminum. The current structure is 51 x
51 x 61.2 cm and weighs 34.7 kg excluding the launch
vehicle adapter.
One of the advantages of the folding PnPSat concept is
that configurations may be easily changed to support
requirements for different stages of the project. At first
it can be opened up into a flat configuration for internal
components to be mounted and tested. Then it can be
closed, while still active, for the external components to
be mounted and tested. Panel to panel joints are pinned
to allow panels to be rotated from the horizontal flat to
vertical folded configuration. Finally, securing the
joints with bolts provides for a rigid structure.
Individual panels or sets of panels can be integrated and
tested in parallel.

Figure 7. PnPSat is the first demonstration of a
complete spacecraft system
with sufficient flexibility to mount the components with
consideration of mass properties, thermal, power, and
FOV requirements, among others.

One of the keys to modularity is having a standard,
simple mechanical interface between the components
and the structure.
We have established such a
mechanical interface to increase the flexibility and to
speed integration. We have initially selected a 5 x 5 cm
grid pattern that goes completely across the internal and
external surfaces of all panels. The holes are threaded
to support #8-32 fasteners. The hope is that eventually
new components and experiments will be designed to
accommodate this interface. In the meantime, existing
components can be integrated with a simple adapter
plate. This is the approach we are using on PnPSat to
match legacy components to the modular structure.
Each of the eight SPA endpoints on a PnPSat structural
panel has a standard electrical interface for components
and experiments. For PnPSat the standard electrical
connector is a 25-pin micro-D containing SpaceWire
data, power (up to 4.5A @ 28v), time synchronization
pulse, test bypass interface, and single point ground.
Endpoints can be located on either the interior or
exterior surface of the panel. Batteries, solar arrays,
and power supplies have access to the power grids
through 2-lug interfaces.

Figure 8. Flexibility of the mechanical assemblies
implemented on PnPSat
The SPA electronics infrastructure is recessed within
the interior of each panel, including boards and interboard harnessing.
The power and data services
provided to each of the eight SPA endpoints on each
panel are handled by the robust hub and Spacewire
Router, respectively. Panels are networked together,
including power and data, by way of inter-panel
harnessing. Once the SPA infrastructure has been
installed and tested, the panel halves are bolted together
to form an EMI tight enclosure.
Fronterhouse

There are 25 PnPSat components plugged onto the
structure.
These include two coarse sun sensor
assemblies, three reaction wheels, three magnetic
torque rods, a fine sun sensor, a magnetometer, two
batteries, a FITS solar array, a GPS radio, two packages
of HPCOO processors, an Intelligent Data Store, and a
TT&C radio. We believe all components that plug onto
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One of the fundamental changes being implemented in
PnPSat is the concept of a data-centric architecture.
Traditional systems engineering is component centric,
relying upon a detailed component interface control
document (ICD) to enable system configuration. SPA
enables us to focus more on the data rather than the
details of the component. Data can be described,
moving from the more fundamental to the more
specific, as the basic physics, measurable quantities
measured through a measurement process yield
variables and qualifiers that we provide names and
formats, and gather all of this up into the ICD. Now if
we were able to agree upon the meaning of measurable
quantities - for example, attitude or position or pressure
or temperature - and place that in a Common Data
Dictionary (CDD) for all to share and place the variable
names and qualifiers and their formats in the xTEDS,
we could then implement a standard SPA interface and
get rid of the ICD. In this way, we have defined both a
“plug” and a “play” interface comprised of; The (CDD)
defining how data descriptions are interpreted - freely
distributed to the community, a standard data interface
expressed in a standard language (XML), and the SPA
standard electrical interface.

the structure should be plug-and-play. Our initial
studies have shown that by recessing the electrical
infrastructure and harnessing inside the panels, we
significantly increased flexibility for component and
experiment mounting.
To enable a plug-and-play power system, the bus power
grid is composed of two separate grids: the main power
grid, and the battery charging grid as shown in Figure 9.
These grids extend across all of the panels, allowing
batteries, and the solar arrays to be connected to their
grids from anywhere on the bus.
High power
components can gain access to the main power grid via
30 amp circuit breakers. The battery charge control
electronics and the solar array controller are also SPA
components. By separating the charging and main
power grids, we enable a Phoenix mode, where even if
we disconnect the main power grid due to low battery
charge, we can still use opportunistic photons to charge
the batteries. After the batteries reach sufficient charge,
the battery and charge control electronics reconnect the
battery to the main power grid and the satellite reboots.

Assembling a spacecraft in two to three can simply not
be accomplished if any custom software must be
written. Our focus on modularity includes the ability to
develop software applications before the satellite
mission or the specific components of the satellite are
known. To facilitate the independent and concurrent
development of hardware devices and software
applications, we have developed a “sideware”
application suite called the Satellite Data Model
(SDM). SDM allows for the last-minute integration of
independently developed hardware and software while
supporting self configuration and self discovery. SDM
is the “play” side of modular plug-and-play. It also
provides a support model for fault tolerance to loss of
devices, loss of software applications or services, and
loss of SDM components.

Figure 9. PnPSat distributed main power grid
The SPA infrastructure consists of the Appliqué Sensor
Interface Module (ASIM), robust hub, hardware in the
loop router (for ground testing only), the SpaceWire
router, and the high power circuit breakers. The ASIM
is used to interface legacy components to the SPA
network. The ASIM also has two major functions.
First, it is responsible for the care and feeding of the
attached component. Second, it presents a standard
plug-and-play interface to the SPA network. The
ASIM contains the xTEDS that defines the device’s
data products, accepted commands, supported
interfaces, and services provided. This allows each
component to be self describing to the SPA data
network. In addition, the ASIM provides a very
accurate, real-time clock, and the hardware-in-the-loop
test bypass interface.
Fronterhouse

PnPSat-2
Building upon the lessons learned during PnPSat, the
PnPSat-2 effort is a follow-on technology demonstrator.
Whereas PnPSat leveraged laboratory hardware and
software components, PnPSat-2 will demonstrate full
space qualified hardware components and mission
qualified software components with roots in traditional
space flight processes and direct applicability to tactical
(or ORS) 1-3 year missions in LEO, HEO, and GEO.
Figure 10 are some CAD drawings of PnPSat-2 with a
75cm optical telescope as a potential mission sensor.
The comparison of the Concept Bus, PnPSat, and
PnPSat-2 SPA Infrastructure components is given in
5
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SPA-S providing the power, time synch, and medium
speed data and routing control of the optical network.
This will provide a SPA-10 that is both compatible with
existing SPA-S peer-to-peer network routing flexibility,
and the high speed necessary to handle current high
data rate sensors. Laboratory SPA-10 ASIMs are in
development along with a SPA-10 40 Gbyte Network
Data Store that is able to ingest full rate data while
providing an SDM compatible NDS interface.

Table 1. The Gen2 SPA infrastructure components
provide a significant improvement in performance.

Future Systems
One of the major advantages of the SPA PnP
architecture is that it can be implemented in many
forms. The key interfaces that need to be maintained
are the Plug (electrical and data network compatibility)
and Play (software interfaces and SDM discovery).
While we have invested a lot of effort and time in
determining ways to hide complexity, these methods
require a significant change in the current satellite
paradigm. To be able to spread the use of SPA as
widely as possible, we are working to implement SPA
both on the very small CubeSat class as well as very
large traditional satellites. While the physical format is
different, the device interface standards and the
software interface standards are the same. In fact, one
should be able to plug the same SPA device into either
a CubeSat or a large satellite and be able to run the
same autonomous flight software (within reason of
course).

Figure 10. CAD drawings of PnPSat-2 with a 75cm
optical telescope

Table 1. SPA Infrastructure component comparison
Gen 0
Gen 1
Gen 2

SPA‐U USB based focussed on SPA functionality
SPA‐S Spacewire based focussed on flight functionality
SPA‐S focussed on flight ready and radiation tolerance

Power Distribution
Current / Endpoint (A)
Endpoints per panel
Time Sync Pulse
Size (cm)
Power (W)

Gen 0
3.0
8
RS‐422
15x15
4

Gen 1
4.5
8
RS‐422
9x20
3.5

Gen 2
4.5/30.0
10
RS‐422
13x20
4

Data Network
Transport
Speed (Mbps)
Bus Type
Bisection BW (Mpbs)
Szie (cm)
Power (W)

Gen 0
USB 1.1
11
Shared
5.5
15x15
5

Gen 1
SpaceWire
200
Point ‐ Point
1600
10x10
3

Gen 2
SpaceWire
300
Point ‐ Point
3000
13X12
3

ASIM
Data Network
Speed (Mbps)
Interfaces

Gen 0
USB 1.1
11
Serial
Digital
Analog
10x10
3.5

Gen 1
SpaceWire
50
Serial
Digital
Analog
5x 5
1.3

Gen 2
SpaceWire
100
Serial
Digital

Size (cm)
Power (W)

While CubeSats are among the simplest class of
spacecraft, most are painstakingly built using custom
devices. The idea of extending SPA concepts to this
class of satellites[5] seems very attractive. This would
enhance the availability of interchangeable parts and
further reduce the cost and time to develop useful
systems.

7x7
0.8

HDR Sensor SPA Testbed…SPA-10
Most of the SPA component work to date has centered
on bus needs. Recent mission sensor studies let by FRL
for ORS have identified a need for a 3-5 Gbps data
transport to handle sensor data from either optical or RF
sensors.
This data would be handled by onboard
processing, network data storage, and off board
communication. A new effort is underway to extend
SPA to a high speed 10 Gbps transport. SPA-10 will
initially combine SPA-S with an optical network with
Fronterhouse

Figure 11. PnP CubeSat.
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Most current large satellite programs are finely tuned
and the proprietary processes and techniques have been
developed over many years. However, it this class of
spacecraft that can reap significant benefits from
adopting SPA technology. While SPA evolved from
the six-day spacecraft, the ability to reduce costs thru
standard interfaces (that do not need to be repeatedly
tested), automated testing, and software adaptability to
varying components is very important. The concept of
embedding the SPA infrastructure components and
standard wiring harness inside of a structural panel
provides a significant benefit in mounting flexibility
and reduced user complexity. However, one can gain
many of the SPA PnP cost and schedule benefits while
using a flight version of an external mount SPA
Infrastructure Enclosure where the PowerHub and
SpaceWire Router are mounted in an enclosure that can
be surface mounted on existing spacecraft structural
panels (e.g. aluminum honeycomb).
The SPA
components still use a standard pigtail to connect to an
enclosure SPA endpoint. A version of the external
mount using laboratory versions of the PowerHub and
SpaceWire Router is being built for use as a “Table Top
SPA” tool for SPA component testing and system
development.
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5. McNutt, C; Vick, R; Whiting, H, and Lyke, J;
“Modular Nanosatellites – (Plug and Play) PnP
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Of course researchers will also continue to push the
boundaries for the SPA infrastructure components in
the areas of cost, schedule, robustness, and flexibility.
There are several programs to develop rad-hard
structured ASICs that will provide significant power,
size, and performance benefits in the relatively near
term.
Summary
We have presented the genealogical tree and a brief
description of the various SPA PnP efforts that have
transformed early ideas into flight ready systems. The
evolution of the SPA concepts, hardware, and software
has positioned them as realistic tools for the
development of small to large satellites.
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